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Beverage Made Maine Women Two Commencement Speakers
Bears Defeat Wildcats
Head of M.C.A. Initiate Ten
In Close Baseball Game Is Graduate Of Bates; Honorary Society Takes For Sixty-seventh Graduation
Ten New Members
As "Art" Chick Pitches Has Been Active
Are Announced by Pres.Hauck
At Banquet
In Athletics

2nd Straight Win;
Reidman Relieves
In 9th Inning
RE1DMAN AIDS
Gerrish Leads Bears
In Hitting;
Gets Two

One honorary member and nine
Rev. Albion P. Beverage, of New
Junior Month Gloucester,
has been appointed Gen- women students were initiated into the
Secretary of the Maine Christian honorary non-scholastic society of All Bricker Heads
Conf. To Meet eral
Association, Prof. Pearl Greene,chair- Maine Women at the Bangor House
Theatre Group
man of the Advisory Board, announced Saturday night preceding the society's

Maguire To Represent
Maine At Meeting
In Boston

Virginia Maguire, a junior in the
College of Arts and Sciences, has
been chosen as the University of
Maine representative at the Junior

today. He will be on campus a few
days this spring but will not officially
commence work until next September.
Mr. Beverage, who is at present
pastor of a church at New Gloucester
and also attending theological school
in Cambridge, Mass., has had an unusually fascinating career, which will
give hint an understanding especially
of the interests and problems of the
male students. He is a native of
North Haven. He attended Norwich
University and later Bates College
from which he was graduated in 1936.

annual banquet. The new members,
chosen on a basis of character, dignity.
honor, and willingness to accept responsibility, are Mrs. Arthur A.
Hauck, honorary member; Marion
Hatch and Iris Guiou, seniors; Laura
Chute, Margaret Hoxie, Ferne Lunt,
Edna Louise Harrison, Virginia Maguire, and Madge Stacy, juniors; and
Alice Ann Donovan, a sophomore.
Miss Caroline Colvin, the first campus mother of Maine co-eds and professor emeritus of history at the University, was the guest of honor. This
was the first time in many years that a
faculty member had been thus honored
by this organization. Miss Colvin,
for whom the girls' dormitory is
named, was head of the history department for forty years and was also the
first dean of women.

Speaker

Constitution Adopted
By Newly Formed
Organization

Sproul To Give
Graduation
Address
National Figure
Baccalaureate Talk
To Be Delivered
By Dr. Gray

Herschel L. liricker, assistant professor of Public Speaking, was elected
By David Astor
president of the Maine Federation of
Taking advantage of three hits and
Little Theatres at their second meetthree errors to score three runs, a Month conference to be held in Bosing held in the Little Theatre Sunday
By Lillian Herrick
heads-up Black Bear baseball team ton June 20 to July 17, Dean Edith
afternoon.
Gordon Sproul, president of
to
Robert
Wednesday
showed its claws here
Wilson announced this week.
A constitution, read by Clark Kuthe University of California, will dedefeat the New Hampshire Wildcats
comconstitution
the
of
chairman
tier,
This conference which is sponliver the commencement address at the
3 to 2.
mittee, calling for the organization of
sored by a group of social agencies
commencement of the University
67th
Career
inVaried
team
Maine
coinmunfighting
a
college,
was
university,
It
all Maine
June 13. it was announced today from
As a student he was prominent in
spired by Ronnie Dyke, a peppery including the Boston Family Welity or other amateur groups interested
the office of President Arthur A.
smooth-fielding second baseman that fare Society is held for the purpose athletics. especially football and wrestin legitimate drama, was adopted. The
Hauck. The baccalaureate sermon, on
faced New Hampshire.
'impose of the Federation is to furnish
of giving a better understanding of ling, in which sports he was for a time
Sunday, June 17, will be delivered by
professionally. Last year,
engaged
benefits
mutual
From the first it was discernible that
obtain
to
drama,
modern social work. Each year
Clifton Daggett Gray, president of
while attending divinity school, he
it would be a pitcher's duel between
through the exchange of experiences,
Bates College.
Jordan of the Wildcats and Chick, of eight girls are chosen from New coached the freshman football team at
ideas, and policies, and to take adPresident Sproul, who started his
Guest Speakers
Maine, and that breaks would decide England colleges to attend. Juniors M.I.T. with marked success. During
vantage of opportunities for collective
Robert Gordon Sproul. who will education under a classical curriculum
Guest
included
Mary
Dr.
speakers
at
attendance
his
the issue.
between
interval
the
bargaining.
are sent so that they may bring
speak at the 67th commencement of and then graduated from the UniverNew Hampshire's first run came in
Norwich and Bates, he also organized Ellen Chase and Margaret Flint JaEverett Nason, a graduate student the University of Maine.
back to each college knowledge of
sity of California in 1913 as a bachelor
the
of
authors
Flanzbaum
cobs,
alumnae
Uniand
when
inning
second
played
the
and led a dance orchestra which
of the University, who is studying adthe most recent field of social serof civil engineering, has spent the past
versity. Dr. Percie H. Turner, of the vanced drama, gave a talk on the use
made two bases on Lord's error and
throughout New England.
quarter century in educational adminwas given third on a fielder's choice. vice work.
While at Bates he was pastor of a English Department, Dean Edith G. of flood lights. Nathaniel Doten, also
istration, lie became president of his
Lucy Cobb, a senior in the departRing,
Johnson beat out a peg to first while
and
here,
drama
church at Oxford. Maine, where he Wilson, and Miss Elizabeth
advanced
of
a student
alma mater in 1930.
ment of Home Economics, was last achieved outstanding success. He has alunmae toastmistress. Student speakFlanzbaum scored.
George Mason demonstrated a model
The total student population under
Maine retaliated in the same inning year's candidate from the Univer- also enjoyed notable achievements at ers included Mary-Helen Raye, presi- theatre completely equipped with lights
President Sproul's administration at
All
and
the
of
Women
dent
stuMaine
on a free pass to Chute who showed sity of Maine.
his present parish. He is known to
and dimmers and discussed the effect
the University of California totals
his gratitude immediately by stealing
Seventeen reunion classes will several University students through dent toastmistress, Ferne I.unt, Alice of light and color on the stage.
Four Receive Awards 25,000, including graduate and research
second. A scratch hit by Gerrish fol- gather for the events of the Alum- his leadership at summer camps. He Ann Donovan, and I.ucy Cobb.
at
held
was
An informal discussion
Donated by S. A.R. workers in such outposts as the
lowed by some nice base run • g by ni program at the ffah annual com- was leader of a young people's group
Mrs. Jacobs told experiences of her
a tea served in the M.C.A. building
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Chute, who went home on the hit.
To R.O.T.C.
mencement of the University, Pro- at Trinity Church in Boston last year, days at Mount Vernon House with after the meeting. Marion Hatch and
at La Jolla, the Lick Observatory on
scored Maine's first run.
of
author
Colvin.
Jacobs,
"Ma"
Mrs.
of
choir
a
trained
and
fessor Harry D. Watson, chairman and organized
Faith Shesong poured. Madeline DaCadet Captain Wallace F. Gleason .Mount Hamilton, various agricultural
Score Two More
of the commencement committee, 50 voices which sang on special occa- The Old Ashburn Place, does not vis was chairman of the refreshment
the Sons of the American experiment stations, and a medical
teceived
a
be
writer,
to
claim
but
professional
rampage
The Bears continued their
announced recently. Events of M- sions.
committee.
school at Los Angeles.
a
rather
homemaker.
Revolution Medal for leadership,
ilne following inning. Chick reached umni Day, June 11, will be led by
Among the persons who have highly
Little Theatre Groups front Bangor,
Awarded Honorary Degrees
durfirst on an error, was driven to third the class of 1913 whose silver an- recommended Mr. Beverage are: Rev. Dr. Turner stated that Women Were
Brewer, Rockland, Bar Harbor, Colby soldierly bearing, and excellence
Dr. Sproul has been a leader in joint
o na base hit by Norton. and a walk niversary is this year and the class Arthur L. Kinsolying, pastor of the in no way handicapped because of their
and Bates Colleges, and members of ing the annual presentation of medals discussions and mutual action between
to Craig. With the bases filled Webber of 1888, celebrating its golden an- Trinity Church, Boston; Rev. Roscoe sex, and credited this in a measure to
were present.
R.O.T.C.
Masque
Maine
the
Maine
of
University
the
at
the colleges and universities in Calithe splendid standing that Miss Colvin
puled out a long fly, scoring Chick; iversary.
Roundy, superintendent of the Congredrill act Saturday. Gleason is taking fornia to avoid duplication of effort
had maintained in every relationship
Norton taking third. Another infield n
gational Christian Churches of Maine;
and competition. His interests have
she bore the University.
the Senior Infantry course.
boot sent Norton in with the last
Rev. Mervin F. Deems, Bangor TheoThe concluding speaker for the
Maine run.
Also receiving the Sons of the also carried him into national and inlogical Seminary; Rev. F. H. Meek,
ternational fields of activity, where he
alumnae was Dr. Mary Ellen Chase
New Hampshire didn't threaten
All Souls Church, Bangor; Wallace
American Revolution Medal were Cahas served on committees devoted to
09, one-time student of Miss Colvin.
again until the ninth. Casey's single
University
Four
of
of
M.I.T.
meetings
ed
Secretary
General
Ross,
W.
Craig, a inter-racial and inter-religious movehe.r subject "The Aristo- maine Alumni are being held thsi week det I.ieutenant V1'illiam H.
Emily Dean. a junior in the depart- Christian Association, Bostcn: CarrollTakingSpirit,.
was followed by Decker's double which
she analyzed it, point- at which different members of the fac- junior its Infantry, Cadet Sergeant ments.
scored the former. Ernie eRidman ment of Home Economics, has been L. Chase, General
7
neral Secretary ot Cam- crane
out
ing
meamng of aristoc- ulty will be the speakers.
true
the
Major Norman E. Whitney, a sophoDecker
A member of Tau Beta Pi, engineermound.
the
on
awarded a summer fellowship offered bridge Y.M.C.A.; Prof. J. M. Carroll
re placed Chick
advanced to third on a sacrifice. The annually by the Danforth Foundation and Prof. R. L. Zerby. both of Bates racy, defining it as all that which is
On Tuesday night Dr. John H. Hod- more in Infantry, and Cadet Private ing scholastic fraternity, and Phi Beta
excellent, the purest and hest in life.
game ended dramatically when Decker of St. Louis, it was recently announced College, Lewiston.
(Elston. Professor of Ancient Civiliza- Stanley J. Cowin, a freshman in Coast Kappa, he has also been awarded honSaying that aristocratic spirit exalts
orary degrees by Yale University and
attempted to steal home with the tying by Dean Arthur L. Deering of the
has
and
tion and I.ecturer on Art History, and Artillery.
Mr. Beverage is married
own
its
of
for
love
the
excellence
run, but the third out was called auto- College of Agriculture.
Alumni Secretary, Charles E. Crossre- several other colleges.
Infantry,
Bohnson,
three children. He is to be at the
J.
Richard
(Contiue1age
nd 03 P
Four)
A frequent speaker in public, it has
matically when Jordan, the batter, The award covers Miss Dean's ex- University this week end to meet with
land were guests of the University of ceived the Gold Medal for first place
stepped across the plate. This last play penses for two weeks in St. Louis. the cabinets which are to consider
Maine Alumni Association. The fol- on the Rifle Team. James S. McCain, been said of him, "One always knows
was vehemently protested by New There she will visit research labora- plans for next year's work.
lowing night Mr. Percy F. Crane, Di- Infantry, Was awarded the Silver when Dr. Sproul is in the vicinity beHampshire but the umpire's decision tories in which manufacturing, conrector of Admissions, and Mr. Cross- Medal for second place. Wayne S. cause his laugh and his voice arrive
To
Club
Contributors
•
was upheld.
trol methods, nutritional studies, exland met with the Knox County Alum- Shipman. Infantry, received the Bronze far in advance."
ooper Is Elected
President Gray, baccalaureate speakGerrish was the leading sticker of perimental milling and baking, making
Nfrs. Margaret Flint Jacobs, win- ni for their annual (1
r and meeting Medal. Other Ride Team medals were
er, who has been president of Bates
tier of the Dodd-Mead Pictorial Re- at Rockland.
the day, collecting two of Maine's four vitamin assays, and other experiments
awarded to: Norman S. Whitney, Insince 1920, has received degrees from
hits.
:wee Prize, and University of Maine
are being carried on. She will observe
Tonight President Arthur A. Hauck'fantry, Roger P. Strout, Coast ArtilErwin E. Cooper was appointed graduate in the class of 1912, was the , and Mr. Crossland are to be in Calais Iffy, Eugene H. Halliwell, Coast Ar- Harvard College, Newton Theological
management methods and nutritional
studies with birds and animals at the Sports Editor of the Maine Canopus guest speaker at the meeting of the for a big meeting of the Washington tillery, Harlow D. Adkins, Coast Ar- Institution, the University of Chicago.
Balentine Residents
Purina Experimental Station in Gray last Friday by 1Villiam Treat, editor- Contributors' Club, held Sunday eve- County Association. The week's sched- tilltry. Ralph L. Pipes, Infantry, Leon atid the University of Maine. He is
Hold Senior Banquet Summit,
the author of "The Shatnash Religious
Missouri. An introduction to in-chief, to fill the vacancy left by sting at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon ule will conclude with a meeting of A. Greene, Infantry, and
'James j. Texts" and "Youth on the March."
because
resigned
house.
who
Mrs.
Robert
trips
informal
an
side
Atwood,
led
business
problems,
Jacobs
personnel
stuthirty
and
hundred
About one
the Waldo County Alumni in Belfast FitzPatrick, Infantry.
A great reader, President Gray takes
discussion on writing. She told the with Mr. Crane and Mr. Crossland as
dents, including seniors, their guests, through large industrial plants, and of pressure of work.
The medals were presented by Lieu- special interest in international affairs,
the
of
treasurer
Inis
that
of
club
the
a
problems
the
about
who
the
manufacof
thing
Cooper,
study
weakest
seniors who have formerly lived at
speakers.
-Colonel Robert K. Alcott, corn- subject on which he often speaks.
tenant
Balentine, and underclassmen who eat turing, distribution, and advertising ternatioital Relations Club, a member modern lovel was the fact that the
Last week three successful meetings mantling officer of the University of
The texts on which he will base his
of the Student Senate, and a member reader insists upon a complicated plot
there, attended the annual Senior Ban- will be included in the trip.
were held in Manchester, New Hamp- Maine R.O.T.C. Corps.
baccalaureate sermon are Micah 6:8,
Sports
is
council,
_
of
than
interfraternity
the
rather
Mrs.
characterizations.
Mks Dean is an assistant editor of
quet at Balentine Hall last Tuesday
shire, Rangeley, and Auburn. Dean
Romans 7:19. and John 12:25.
eve • g. All seniors wore caps and the 1939 Prism and a member of both FAlitor of the 1939 Prism. A member , Jacobs also related experiences con- 'SlIen and Mr. Crossland were UniReceives
the Home Economics club and the of the .M.C.A. Cabinet for next year, nected with the writing and publish- versity representatives at those meet- Campus Again
gowns.
manager of the debating club his sopli- ing of her own novels.
2nd Class Honor Rating Tondreau Is Elected
Lee Boyer, president of Balentine, Y.W.C.A.
At the business meeting, plans for ings'
"more year, and its vice president this
French Club President
acted as toastmistress and introduced
The ampus again received a secyear, he also served as editor-in-chief the sail around Penobscot Bay, which
the speakers. Marguerite Benjamin Student Government
Rural Sociology Course
ond class honor rating in the annual
weekly sheet of is to be held next Sunday, were disof
year
Next
Freshman,
The
for
offered
French Club members elected Gergave the class history, and Blanche
Installs New Officers ! the freshman class, since discontinued. cussed.
Associated Collegiate Press Critical trude Tondreau as president, Arthur
Holman and Mary Leighton gave the
by
today
announced
was
it
Service,
Professor and Mrs. John H. HudAtwood was elected Sports Editor
A new. course, Rural Sociology, will
Cartier. vice president ; Marjorie
prophecy and the will, respectively.
The Women's Student Government
of The Campus last April. A member dilston. Miss Pearl Baxter, and Mrs. he offered by the department of Agri- %Villiam Treat, editor-in-chief.
Moulton, treasurer; and Charles
Each of the three tmderclasses put Association held a mass meeting today of Sigma Chi fraternity, he is a var- Edith .McCollum were among the
Receiving a score of 655 over last Peirce, secretary, at a meeting held
cultural Econotnics and Farm Manon a brief entertainment. The Juniors in the Little Theatre for the installa- sity track man and a member of the guests at the meeting.
I agement next spring semester, Dean year's score Of 620 the Campus came last week in South Stevens.
gave a skit entitled Popeye, written !thin of officers. The new officers are executive committee of the sophomore
Arthur L. Deering of the College of within 5 points of a first class rating.
Plans were discussed for next year,
and directed by Phoebe Dunbar and Ruth Pagan, president; Alice Ann class.
Agriculture announced today.
University Broadcast
This critical service gives the only including the importation of outstandtelling of the adventures of Popeye, a I Donovan, vice president; Elizabeth
college and ing French films, a larger, more selecFeature Two Playlets A three-hour course open only to comprehensive analysis of
student at the University of Maine. Kruse, secretary; and Helen WormRobert Doe Is Elected
! juniors and seniors and to be taught university newspapers and its chief tive membership, social and cultural
when he invites his girl friend, Olive wood, treasurer.
Two playlets by Constance McKay, by Prof. F:vlon J. Niederfrank, it is purpose is to suggest means of im- programs, and means of raising money.
Oil, up to the spring houseparties.
Tau Beta Pi President Romney,
Miss Grace Vose, house director of
Plans were made for a French speakThe Prince of Court Paint- i intended to offer training for rural proving them.
Those taking part were: Popeye, South Hall, spoke about "Student
ing contest to be conducted by the
Robert Doe, a major in pulp and ers and Gretna Green, under the di- leadership. Farm tenancy, the stall Elizabeth Holmans; Olive Oil, Ruth Governments on Other Campuses."
University of Maine with the other
paper technology, was elected presi- rection of Prof. Mark Bailey, of the I dard of living of rural people, rut al Men's Student Senate
Pagan; Wimpy, Barbara Whittredge;
Mary Wright. the retiring president,
Announces Nomination three colleges in the state participating.
Sweet Pea, Charlotte Dimitre; Rough was presented an ebony gavel by the dent of Tau Beta Pi, honorary fra- I l'ublic Speaking department, were 'organizations, and agricultural adjustternity, at a meeting of the society featured on the University broadcast ment measures will be among subjects ,
House, Marion Roberts.
le act play' CkPid" 1)""iste•
A"
Association.
! Philip Grant and Artemus ‘Veather- was
Student Goverinnent
presented by the following freshconsidered.
The Sophomores presented a take- Other outgoing officers are Ruth Pa- held Monday night. Elected at the over W1.11.2 Tuesday evening.
bee were llliltated as candidates for man members: Alan Rosetiburg, Jane
The cast of the first play was as folUnder a new co-operative arrange- president of the !den's Student Sensate
off on campus activities entitled gan, vice president ; Alice Ants Dono- same time were John Raye, vice presEsther
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs," van, treasurer; and Madge Stacey, ident: Alexander Ram secretary of lows: Romney, Lucille Bell; Ronmey's ment betvmen the two colleges, Prof. at a 'fleeting of this organization last Nichols. Marjtirie XVIiitchouse,
Kent, and Earle
Thompson, Ve
the records; Louis Costrell, secretary wife. Natalie Nason; neighbor-child, Niederfran k of the College of Agridirected by Lucy Pray. Priscilla Bick- secretary.
Adams.
R.
of correspondence; Wil ham Page. I sirothy Davis.
culture will assist next fall semester uesdaY ev
ford played the part of Snow White
Ed% aid Szaniawski, Can I ToothRetiring president William Clifford
Roles in Gretna Green were taken in teaching principles of sociology in
Wilfred Bettoney, catatreasurer;
West, and l'hyllis Hess portrayed the
Haucks Entertain Seniors
aker, George Temple, and Earle Reed gave a farewell speech in which he
loguer. All are juniors. Elected to as follows: Maria I-inley, Josephine the economics and sociology departwitch. The parts of the dwarfs were
were. nominated as candidates for vice thanked the members for their cotaken as follows: Sleepy, Jane Dyer; President and Mrs. Arthur A. the advisory board was Prof. Harry l'rofita; Avis Linley, Josephine Free- ment of the College of Arts and Sci, R he Doe, operation and gave a few soutxl tips
Paul
Linley,
Weston
WOO(IS.
Thomas
man;
Prof.
succeeding
Watson,
members
the
to
home
at
were
ences.
Hauck
Mary
Betty
Kruse; Doc,
Bashful,
and Clayton Idersereau Were lll ltat- on the future management of the club.
•
of
last
the
broadcast,
this
for
Music
Evans.
eveThursday
last
1938
of
class
the
of
Cooper; Happy. Mary Scrilmer ;
for the office of secThe patronesses of Maine Alpha ! ed as candidates
Doe, a member of Phi Mu Delta a series of fourteen which have been
Dopey. Doreen Trask; Grumpy, 1,ucy ning, May 12. Those in the receiving
Fred P. Loring. director of short
rctail-treasurer•
!
the
entertained
Phi
Beta
Pi
of
chapter
Febsince
night
Tuesday
every
given
the
awarded
was
fraternity,
Pray; Sneezey, Sophie Maizel ; and line were President and Mrs. Hauck, social
offices will courses, will speak at the Father and
these
for
elections
The
Tuesday
last
banquet
a
at
members
contrio
a
by
furnished
was
ruary.
Dean Edith G. Wilson, John Gowen, Chemistry Department Handbook in
the Eighth Dwarf, Virginia Pease.
the home of Capt. and Mrs. be held at a turtling of the Mett's Stu- Son Banquet at Ashland High School
Esther Drummond played the piano Mary Deering, Ernest Reidman, and his freshman year, and was on the sisting of Ruth Trickey, Elizabeth night at
Friday, May ZO.
, dent Senate next week.
1..oupret.
Gammons, and lkmothy Shiro.
banquet committee the same year.
for the Freshman part of the program. Edward Sherry.

Gleason Given
Patriotic Medal

4 Alumni Meetings
Held This Week

Emily Dean Given
Danforth Award

C
New Sports Editor

2
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STRANGE INTERLUDESt------,
By University Snoops

Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
University of Maine
1937

By Lea

By Louise Rice

[VECTOR OF THE U.CF TEXAS
BAND, ONCE
OVER
27,000 MILES'TRAVELED
TO PLAYA SiNGLB
NOTE! HE *ENT 10 CALCUTTA
INDA,10 RAY ONE NOM,BRAT
(MA FRENCH I-KRN IN ONE OF
BEETKNEN'S
SYMPHONIES.

House party week end and imports as usual-I he co-eds who rate the
rest of the time shouldn't have to drop back on the BIG NIGHT-The rate
seemed to increase this year
Lynn Parkman had a swell week end, anyway
-what with Don here and all
Loveless fell very pleasant, too-with Patty
Friday p.m. and Connie Sat.-Variety the spice of life
We guess Connie
Phi/brook's gang had a swell time!! Holes 'bout asking' us up some tiinef
Some of the Maples gals seem to be turning into little wall flowers lately!
Congratulations are in order for a few 011 campus-Henny Cliff and Hal Woodbury announced their engagement last week-Stewy Grimmer gave his pin to
Blanche Holtnan-Charlie McKenzie', has gone to Mary Wright
Menne
has a cute sister-Bring her up again sometime for the benefit of the local
rooter's... Since they can't decide on WHICH orchestra for the Commeatcemen: Ball-Artie Shaw or Mal Hallett, why not have bothP-Have a battle
of music... Bowdoin's Annual Ivy Day will take some from our campusHelen Reiney leaves Wednesday-Midge Thompson on Tuesday-Nothing
like weekending all week
The Three Ring Niners went down to their first
defeat last Saturday at Bangor-The refereeing wouldn't of had anything to
do with itfl Maynard has his new car here-Hoping that it may help the lost
cause of Marion?'f As Eunice Gale says,"I USED to be a devil!"
Is Fran
Sawyer tired of hearing Mutt Swett croon Star Dust?'(We understand that's
his favorite) ...Congrats to all those around wearing stars and pine freestNice choosing .. Johnnie Carlisle surely was embarrassed the night of the
peanut drunk-When he up and said some words from the Black List-And
all in front of some of our fair co-eds
Latest campus No. I hit tutu'"Whistle While You Work"-If you ever work it's swell-What about the
vast majority that don'tP-Irhat whistle or Work?! A little advice to a few
of the Balentine girls:
When you go for a swim
It's a good idea
To tack up a sign
"No trespassing here."

Margaret Fishbaek's poems
NEW von.. N. v. which have appeared from time to
505 '""c'"* time in many and various magasines (from the "Buffalo Town TidAddress all business correspondence to the Business Manager, all other corre- ings" to "Harper's Bazaar") have
spondence to the Editor-in-Chief.
Entered as second-class matter at the post-offiee, Orono, Maine.
been collected in "One to a CustomSubscription: $1.00• year.
er". Few of the poems are polPrii.ted at the University Press, Orono, Maine.
Adve
g Rate 50e per column inch
ished, few lift us into the upper reOffice on the third floor of M.C.A. building. Tel. Extension 51
gions of spiritual emotion, but they
William Treat
Editor-la-Met
all have a very definite appeal to
William Hilton__
Bailees Manager
those of us who read Wodehouse,
EDITORIAL BOARD
Cleesent Smith
Managing Editor
Robert Atwood_________-Sport• Editor Thurber, Day, Benchley and Hatch.
Priscilla Haskell
....Associate Editor
Marguerite Hannigan
Siterley Sweet------...News Editor
The poems usually begin with a I
Women's News Editor
Rachel Kent..._-......
Editor supreme show of harmlessness, and
Campus Photographer_.........---....Richard Cook
then end up with a quip. They arc'
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
George Bell, Edwin S. Costrell, Rose Costrell, Virginia Hall, Lillian Herrick. Jean Lewis Carroll poems up to date in
Kent, Arland Meade, Lewis Nightingale, Josephine Profile., Katherine
Rowe. William high
S. Saltzman, Margaret Williston.
heel shoes; a trifle cynical,
sophisticated, but always good-naSTAR REPORTERS
David Astor, Mary Scarce, Azalea Boyer, Erwin Cooper,
Curran, Richard tured.
Dearborn, Dorrice Dow, Kathleen Duplisse. Alice Lerner. DonaldMary
Moore, Mary Oberly,
Charles Peirce. Howard Rothenberg. Ada Saltzman, Marian White,
Joyce Woodward.
The book is divided into four
REPORTERS
Josephine Campbell, William Chandler. Burl Godwin. Charlotte Dimitre, Alma Han- parts: I Feel Better Now; Out of
sen. Kendrick Hodgdon, Borris Kleiner, Eleanor Look, Robert Morris, Virginia Pease. My Head; I Take It Back; Poems
Margaret Peaslee, Henry Piorkowski, Helen Reiley, Gwendolyn Weymouth, Irene
Made Up to Take Out. Aside from
Whitman.
ktiAPORr.s..,
this very general grouping, the
CUB REPORTERS
.Souruezu
CADFORVIA
Dorothy Day, Stanley Eames, Edna 1,111, Harrison, Dorcas Jewell, Emily Hop- poems are not arranged according
Sins. Marguerite Kyer, Ferne Lunt, Marjorie Moulton. Louise Rice, Kenneth
Robertson, Gerald Small,
MEN ON RS BASKETto ideas.
BALL'MASA AND TEN
BUSINESS STAFF
Comparative Merit
William West
Advertising Manager
Baird
COLLEGE
Troland_____
151
Parker
Leonard published a book
_Circulation Manager
AMERICA -MAY! Onercesto
Peter Skoufis._________Subscription Manager
OxiErove MST of verse a few years ago that may
Philip Coos
Plant Scientists Meet Here
Circulation Assistant
Troops Will Be Reviewed
well be compared to "One To A
Customer." Leonard's poems, howThe New England Section of the
Virginia Maguire, Honorary LieuFay Hylands, Assistant Professor
ever,go deeper and show more feelAssociation of Plant Physiologists met tenant Colonel of the University of
of Botany, will serve as chairman and
ing than Fishback's. For in the
here at the University May 13 and 14. Maine R.O.T.C., will be tendered a
The Student Senate should be commended for its rejection on latter, everything is surface
D. B. Demeritt, Professor of Forestry,
imPresident Arthur A. Hauck gave military review by the cadet corps next
Tuesday night of the proposal to limit the price paid to orchestras pression, and the commonplace is
as
vice
chairman of the Agricultural
The Registrar's office has the folthe address of welcome at a dinner Saturday morning. This review was
for the large formals. This proposal was undoubtedly suggested preferred to the unusual. In order lowing found articles
which may be Seminar for the College year 1938- Friday evening attended by 72 persons. erroneously announced
in last week's
in order to curb rising assessments for the three formals supported to let you judge for yourself, here had by the claimant's proper iden- 1939. it was announced
by Dean Ar- Joseph S. Sticlmey, warden supervisor Campus as scheduled for last Saturare some typical Fishback poems. tification:
by the classes. Probably because Maine is a state university and
thur I.. Deering at the final Seminar of the State Department of Inland Fsh day.
Mittens and Gloves:
predominately a "poor man's" university, some believed it desirable
of the year, Thursday, May 12. Pro- and Game, gave an illustrated lecture
Sales Resistance
Three pairs men's brown leather
on "The Wildlife of Maine."
The Campus regrets that it
to limit the increasing fees which students are paying for these or- Here is something
fessor George F. Dow of the DepartI do not needThirty-nine out-of-state persons was necessary to omit certain
chestras. There is some justification for this contention, but the ob- A chair of metal and woven reed fleece lined gloves; one odd men's ment of Agricultural Economics
and came to this meeting.
brown leather fleece lined glove;
early formal parties from last
jectors to the prevailing conditions have neglected to consider one of At $22.50. Nor do I rate
Farm Management is the retiring
week's issue because of lack of
one pair girl's brown leather fleece
A bench to the station beside
chairman.
the important results of the present system.
Patronize
Our Advertisers
Space.
lined gloves; one odd girl's brown
the
gate
When a good orchestra is obtained, such as, at the Junior Prom,
leather fleece lined glove; one pair
the tickets are in great demand and in most cases the holders of tick- If a little garden. I don't demand girl's brown pigskin gloves; one
Spring Semester 1938, May 31, June 8-SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS
An awning top or a hammock stand, dark
blue kid glove; one navy blue
ets have little difficulty in selling them, if they so desire, at a price
For none of these things is the
fabric glove; one pair navy blue
equal at least to their original cost. This system not only gratifies
Time of
MON.
proper shape
Most.
MOH.
Mox.
MON.
MoN
MoN
MoN
silk gloves; one lack and white
the students' desire for good music, but it places the incidence of To use
1
2
3
4
5
6
on a fifth-floor fire escape checked glove; one pair striped mit- Exercise
7
8
the burden on those most able to bear it. Consequently, under this
tens; one brown mitten; one grettn
FRI.
MON.
WED.
SAT.
WED.
system the quality of the dances is improved and the additional ex- Letter to Santa Claus on Dis- mitten; one pair white
WED.
MON.
mittens; Time of
June 3
June 6
June 1
June 4
June 8
June 1
June 6
pense is borne by those with the most ability to pay.
covering That Christmas
one green and black wool glove.
Examination
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
1.30
1.30
Comes on a Wednesday
Caps and Scarfs:
In the past, Maine's orchestras have been notably inferior to
One navy blue gabardine ski cap; Time of
those of the other Maine colleges. The time has definitely arrived
TUES.
Turs.
Too
TUES.
s.
Tics.
TUES.
TUES.
TCES.
I'd like a Mediterranean cruise
one green gabardine ski cap; one Exercise
1
when the students of the University of Maine should be allowed to
2
3
4
I
5
0
7
8
And a sable coat
freshman
I
cap
(winter);
one R. 0.
enjoy that music which the students at the other Maine colleges And some velvet
shoes.
T. C. cap; one blue felt hat; one
SAT.
Tess.
Tnetts.
TIMIS,
Tees.
WED.
WED.
SAT.
have long considered essential.
June 4
brown plaid scarf; one red plaid Time of
June 7
June 2
June 2
June 7
June 8
June 8
June 4
I'd like a touch of spring in
scarf; one black and white wool Examination
1.30
8.00
8.00
1.30
1.30
1.30
1 30
1.30
the air
scarf; one blue and white silk
And a brand-new face
WED.
WED.
WED.
scarf; one black and white silk Time of
WED.
WED.
Wt 1,.
Wi. ii
Wm
And coal-black hair,
1
2
3
4
scarf (man's); one dark brown taf- Exercise
s
6
7
8
fGelta
asses:
scarf or sash.
But most of all a convincing cough
Fat.
Mori.
WED.
SAT.
WED.
Incessant rain stopped any attempts
The Intramural Tennis Tournament
Time
of
That
June
3
will
June 6
get me Monday
Jane 1
June 4
June 8
One pair gold rim glasses. Name Examination
at tennis last week and prevented three opened Monday, May 9, and four
8.00
8.00
8.00
&On
1.30
matches were played between the mem- And Tuesday off.
on case. Lessard, Skor..-gan. Pair
varsity matches from being played. A
silver rim glasses in black ca.... Time of
match scheduled with Colby on the bers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Theta
THURS.
Taints.
Taves.
THURS.
Terues.
In Memoriam
Times.
Thu's.
Chi; %Vest Oak, Phi Eta Kappa; HunTHURS.
Pencils and Pens:
Orono courts on Wednesday, May 11.
Exercise
1
2
3
4
s
6
7
gry Hollow, Phi Mu Delta; Sigma Ice cubes seem very dull to me,
s
One mottled green and red pen,
was postponed until Thursday.
For I prefer variety
Nu and Kappa Sigma.
one mottled brown pen; one brown
WED.
Poor condition of the University
THURS.
Tues.
The results of these matches are: And personally do deplore
pen with orange stars; one black Time of
June 1
courts on that day resulted in a trip
June 2
June 7
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (Neal-Gil- The fact that icepicks are no more. and gold Parker
1.30
pen; one grey mot- Examination
to Colby for the netmen where it was
1.30
1.30
bert) vs. Theta Chi (Good-Kane),
tled pen; one white pen; one brown
reported that sun had dried the courts
I Take 'Em and Like 'Em
won by Sigma Alpha Epsilon 7-5, 6-2.
Time
of
Fat.
Shaeffer
playable
surface; before any of
Fat.
into a
pen; one red Waterman
FRI,
Flu.
Eta Kappa
Fm.
Far.
Fat.
Fat.
(Hemingway-Ding- I'm fonder of carat'` than carrots
1
2
the matches were begun, however, Phi
' pen; one black eversharp pencil; Exercise
3
4
s
6
7
s
And orchids are nicer than beans,
way)
vs.
West
(Leining-Gil
Oak
bert)
rain started there, turning the trip
one black and gold Parker Pencil
But
life
in
a
series
won
by
of
Phi
Eta
Kappa
6-3, 6-3.
garrets
into a wild goose chase. On Friday
Wets
WEIL
WED.
MON.
Has made me receptive to greens. Miscellaneous:
Time of
Phi Mu Delta (Stevens-Chick) vs.
the match with Bates at Lewiston was
June 8
June 8
June 1
June 6
Pocket cigarette lighter, chromExamination
called off, as was the match with Bow- hungry Hollow (Shaw-Adams), won
8.00
8.00
1.30
1.30
Complaint to the Management ium; pocket flashlight; Gen. Modoin on Monday. As a result the team hy Phi Mu Delta 6-3, 6-2.
tors
car
key
case,
2
keys; two Sar- Time of
Oh somewhere there are people will
SAT.
SAT.
will face each of the other Maine colSAT,
SAT.
Kappa Sigma (Hinckley-Macgilligent house or office keys; one Yale Exercise
1
2
leges only once instead of twice as in %Tay) vs. Sigma Nu (Bates-Merse- Have nothing in the world to do
3
4
house or office key; Yale locker key;
But
travel
in
a
private car
other years.
reat) won by Kappa Sigma 6-1, 6-2.
small brown leather change purse,
And dine on Russian caviar
The Maine players were scheduled
with change; two slide rules in Time of
Concocted for the people who
Softball Matches Played
for a match with Bates on Wednesday
black cases; silver pin with red ber- Examination
Have nothing in the world to do
at Orono and will engage in a return
ries; one pipe; one silver pendant;
Competition in the outdoor softball But travel in a private
match with Rhode Island here on Fricar
one gold and coral bracelet; one
entered into its second week of play And dine on
Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
Russian caviar . . .
day followed by the closing dual match
with many teams advancing into the
Rosary; one brown suede vest; one
NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time of the first lecture or recitation exercise of the week
of the season with Colby on Saturday.
in any
second round of the playoffs.
man's:rubber.
Boos
given course. For example: If a course is given Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at the third period,
The big test of the season comes on
it is said to be
The results of the matches played Protection Signs Placed
given Monday the third period. By referring to Monday, third period, in the schedule,
it will be seen that the examiMonday when the four Maine colleges
On Botanical Plantation Selections Guy de Maupassant; nation falls upon Wednesday. June I. at 8.00.
last week are:
meet in Lewiston for the State ChamNORTHERN LEAGUE
Note the following changes from the above
pionship.
Preliminary steps to marking off the Exercises in General Chemistry;
Kappa Sigma defeated Oak ( 1Y)
Ag 34 Farm Shop
Tues. June 7 at 1:30
1 Agri. Engineering
Botanical Plantation, located in a strip Chemistry by Deming; Prin. and
The freshmen were washed out of a
As 10 Desc. Astronomy
7-3; 395 Club defeated Dorm A 26-4; of
Wed.
June 8 at 8:00 305 Aubert
land running along the Stillwater Types of Speech; Fifty One-Act
return match with Wassookeag at
Carpentry
Tues.
June
7
at
Phi Eta Kappa defeated Sigma Na
11
Agri. Engineering
:30
Plays;
Black leather note book;
River between the Lambda Chi Alpha
Ch 2 General Chemistry
Wassookeag last Friday.
Fri.
June 3 at :30 305 Aubert
15-2; Theta Chi defeated Beta Theta
Ch 22 Intro. Theoretical Chemistry
Two
paper
cover
house
note
books.
and
June
Sat.
4
the
at
power
:30
plant,
at the
A competition ladder has resulted Pi 11-10.
Ch 40 Quantitative Analysis
June I at :30
Wed.
University of Maine, will be taken
in the following positions on the varDh 2 Buttermaking
June 3 at :30 '303°
Fri.
2551 .AA
Rogers
uubebcrr tt
SOUTHERN LEAGUE
Shesong
To
Direct
this
Drama
week
with
the
Ed 30 Supervised Student Teaching
placing of signs,
sity and freshman teams:
Tues,
May 31 at 8:00
2 Stevens South
Phi Mu Delta defeated Sigma Chi by order of the trustees,
Ed 50 Education Seminar
Tues.
May 31 at 8:00
asking stu8 Stevens South
A children's drama, The Emperor's
Varsity: (1) Brookes, (2) Cham- 16-4; Phi Gamma Delta
Ee 30 D. C. Machinery
defeated Hun- dents and visitors to "Protect
June 8 at 8:00
Wed.
14 Wingate
Trees New Clothes, by Alice Charpenning.
berlain, (3) Cahill, (4) Eliott, (5) gry Hollow 20-4; Alpha
Es 2b Principles of Economics
Fri.
June 3 at :30
IS Coburn
Tau Omega and Wild Flowers." The additional
Es 10 Accounting
will he presented by a group of eighth
Lull. (6) Chandler, (7) Harvey, (8) defeated Tau Epsilon
Tues.
June 7 at :30
Stevens South
32
Phi 14-3.
injunction of "Firearms Prohibited'
Es 16 Business Law
June 3 at :30
Fri.
grade students from Orono at the
A. Veague.
6 Stevens South
a
Fm 52 Farm Accounting
included because of the damage done little
Mon.
Julie
(,
at
:30
17
Winslow
Theatre on Wednesday afterFreshmen: 1) Brodie, (2) Kent,
Members of her Deutsche Vercin to several rare
Fr 58 Adv. French Grammar
Tues.
June 7 at :30
13 Stevens North
shrubs and young trees noon, May 25. at
Gm 14 El. Cony. & Comp.
2:30. it was an131 Pierce, (4) Chase, (S) Peavey, will make an excursion to Professor that have
Tues.
31
May
at :30 315 Stevens
been injured or killed 1,y nounced today by
Gm 52 18th Century I.it.
Tues.
May . at :30 310 Stevens
the director, Faith
(61 Howe, (7) Hook, (8) Day, (9) Drummood's summer home in La- students shooting
Gm 54 Goethe's Faust
at targets.
Tues.
31
May
at
:30 310 Stevens
Shesong,
a
senior
majoring
nnoine,
Sunday.
in
May
Greenlaw, (10) Ellis, (11) Hopgood.
22.
drama.
Gt 84 American Constitution
Prof. Ferdinand H. Steinmetz is
Tues.
May 31 at :30 105 Stevens
To produce The Emperor's New
12) Cates.
He 2 Textiles and Clothing
There they will play German games :asking co-operation of
Thurs. June 2 at :00
32 Merrill
students and Clothes, the eighth grade students
He 28 Camp Feeding
Mon.
have
June 6 at :30
16 Merrill
involving the use of the foreign Ian- !visitors in not only protecting
this
He
52b
52a.
Advanced
outClothing
rehearsed
Tues.
June
7
four time. a week during
at :30
32 Merrill
Debate Club Holds Banquet guage, sing German folk songs, listen door laboratory,
It 10 Terence and Plautus
hut against endan- class periods in the school
Tues.
May
31
at
Stevens
:30
170
n
Lo
room. Costo German records of speech and gering workers by shooting.
Me 32 Materials of Engineering
Wed
June 1 at :30
The Debate Club will hold its annual
tumes will be made by the children's
Me 66 Machine Design
Tues.
song. and enjoy various outdoor
June 7 at :30
22 Lord
banquet this evening at the Penobscot
Me 80 Heat Engineering
parents, and the technical end of the
Wed.
June 8 at 800
22 Lord
sports.
NOTICE
Me 82 Heat Power
Exchange Hotel in Bangor. At this
Thurs June 2 at 1:30
work is all done by the children them22 Lord
Pb 2 Public Speaking, Div. IV
Drawings for Dormitory
Fri.
June 3 at 1:30 275 Stevens
time the shingles will be awarded to
selves
Miss Shesong has entire
There is an exhibit of prints taken
Ps 2a, 21, General Physics
rooms will be held on May
Sat.
June 4 at 8:00 204 Aubert
the members.
charge of the costumes, the lighting.
Ps
24
from the American Animal of PhotogElec.
Measurement
s
Tues.
June 7 at 1:30 204 Aubert
23 and 24 at 15 Coburn Hall
Py 2 General Psychology, Div. V
and the sets.
Prof. Mark Bailey and Dr. Howard raphy, being held in the Art Museum
Tuts
June
7 at 5:00
IS Coburn
at I p.m. The junior and
Pp 94 Seminar
Tues.
May 31 at 1:30
Admission is thirty-five cents for
I. Runion will be the faculty guests. in South Stevens until next Wednes•
35 Stevens North
Sy
sophomore girls will draw
Principles
2
of Sociology
Tues
May 31 at 1:30
Stevens South
adults, free for children.
All persons who have participated in day. May 25. The museum will be open
Zo 38 General Physiology
Thurs. June 2 at 8:00
on Monday, May 23, and the
161 Coburn
oi
debating this year have been invited.
Friday and Saturday nights this week.
freshmen on May 24.
No changes can he made in this schedule
Patronize Our Advertisers
Desenbistor et
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Bears Are Victorious
In State Track Meet
At Bowdoin Saturday
Bowdoin Is Second' Breaks Record

BEAR
FACTS

Pale Blue Team Baseball Team Defeats
Face N. E. Meet Bowdoin Tuesday, 3-2;

Bubbling over with optimism after
successfully defending their state title,
the University of Maine track team
journeys to Providence, R. I., this
Bowdoin attack in the first inning
week end to participate in what is
when he made a fancy catch on the
scheduled to be one of the hardest
third base foul fine with the bases
By Erwin E. Cooper
fought New England Intercollegiate
loaded. Dykes, the other new man,
track meets in recent years. So close
also turned in a commendable performFor the second time this month the name at the top of this column changes.
is the competition that twenty-five
ance. Although he got no hits, his
We are sorry to see Bob Atwood resign and we hope that at sonic future date
.ts are expected to be enough to
poin
win
The University of Maine baseball pick up of a slow roller and underInthis
column.
writing
and
of
editing
duties
the
able
assume
be
to
will
he
HurSid
Gowen,
Johnny
Led by
team lifted itself to a tie for second hand toss for the putout in the seventh
cidentally, I'd like to point out that Bob predicted Maine would score 70
witz, and Don Smith, who together
I Although Rhode Island !. considered place in the State Series Standing by inning was the outstanding piece of
points. Just lg out of the way. Not bad.
accounted for six first places, the UniDespite personal feelings, however, the news must be written, and as I to be the favorite, the Maine Bear is a a 3-2 victory over Bowdoin Tuesday. work by ally infielder for the day.
versity of Maine track team •
Browne's erratic pitching in the
find myself back at this desk this morning and watch the rain conic down, I definite threat to win the title.
68li points as it swept to a cop%
It was a well earned victory at the
Coach Chester A. Jenkins, showing
first inning combined with an error
wonder if we are ever going to have anything to write about again. The atvictory and retained its State a
of Bud White, ace of the by Webber gave Bowdoin a two run
mosphere has been anything but favorable to local sporting events, and when no signs of over-confidence, but nev- expense
pionship at Brunswick last Saturda:,
I set' seagulls landing on the football field, I say it's time to call a halt. This ertheless optimistic, in reviewing Bowdoin pitching staff, who blanked advantage, but Dwight Lord erased
Bowdoin, in second place, scored 48;4
is a fine way to begin a column, but possibly a good stinging editorial will Maine's possibilities declared, "For them with five hits in his first appear- this when he drove home two runs in
points, while the weak Bates and Colthe same inning with a three bagger.
the last two years lady luck hasn't ance here.
the weather man to his senses.
bring
places,
fourth
and
third
by teams in
Maine got nine hits off White Tues- After the first inning Browne pitched
Yell, the State meet is all over, and once again the championship banner given us any breaks at all."
respectively, could take only Ile !
, !flies to Maine. Despite the one-sided score, I want to assure all of you who
"Last year, for instance," Jenkins day, but only five of them aided in the scoreless ball, and he was in complete
points.
ere not fortunate enough to make the trip to Brunswick that it was really a went on, "if Gowell hadn't pulled a Maine scoring. Browne. the Maine control of the situation after the
Despite the fact that the Maine L4:
.leasure to see. Most of the shorter events were close all the way and "Spike" muscle in his leg, we could have taken pitcher, allowed Bowdoin but eight fourth inning when Fisher, of Bowwon the meet in such convincing la doin, smashed out a three bagger but
I conard's record breaking performance in the pole vault was something worth the New Englands quite easily. If well scattered hits.
Bowdoip
strong
surprisingly
ion, a
was put out by Craig on an attempted
last Saturday and he went over the 12 feet 544 inches , we can persuade Dame Fortune to
hot
was
Spike
lineuatching.
Maine
the
to
newcomers
Two
earl
the
in
front
in
team went out
Gowen ommpeted in three events despite :come on our side this time. we've got up did noble jobs in the game; Gordon steal home.
Johnny
attempt.
first
his
on
mark
sea!,
a
threw
stages of the meet and
Maine clinched the game in the
the fact that he was in poor physical condition and obviously in much pain. Ian even chance of winning."
Chute in right field and Ronnie Dyke
into the Pale Blue Flyers.
with a single by Chute, who
fourth
hope that he's ready to start in the New Englands next Friday.
lute
l
i
lll
last
Let's
!
a
Chute,
base.
second
on
In the dashes the New England colBowdon' got off to a good start all,
Johnson, our hammer thrower, lost his track suit and competed in the leges offer a flock of good competitors selection, got three hits in four times scored when Gerrish got a long double
,
tho!.
javelin
the
in
points
eight
took
g in his street clothes, but his qualifying throw of of which Scioilon, of Holy Cross, is the at hat. scored onv run. and stopped the to centerfield.
trials during the mo
when Bud NVhite% a star pitcher, ap
156 feet 8 inches was good enough to will the event although he later threw heavy favorite. Sid Hurwitz should
efia
baseball
the
swimmer, stepped off
the hammer out 159 feet 10 inches.
be a place winner even though he was
mood. donned a track suit and withcatcher; Webber, first base; Dykes,
Don Smith didn't seem to be bothered by a slow track and looked capable beaten in the quadrangular meet by
out any practice beat his teammate,
seconds.
second base; Tapley, shortstop; and
20
and
down to at least about 4 minutes
getting
of
was
who
College,
of
Boston
Zeimetz,
Melindy, the favorite, in the event
boys down at howdoin have a strong freshman team and already are in turn defeated last week by Scanlon.
The
Lord, third base. The outfield is the
with a throw of 180 feet 1 lji! inches.
predicting a state championship for their team next year. They have two crack
question mark but it is likely that Gerbothered
is
still
Gowen
Johnny
Soule. of Bowdoin, won the broad
Engbest
Maine moves back to the New
freshmen, Ray Hewling, a hurdler who they say can beat Allen, their
rish, Smith, Morton, and Chute are the
somewhat by a sore leg but is expected
jump, and Rowe was third as the
varsity man, easily right now. and Doubleday, a miler, who has done about 4
, land Conference baseball wars again
both
hurdle
run
to
be
shape
to
in
leading contenders for starting posiBowdon] team began to pile up points.
minutes and 25 seconds. Hewling has also done over 22 feet in the broad jump.
ading
events. When asked how he expected Saturday when the league-le
tions.
Bowdoin Leads
While things at the moment for next year may outwardly have a Bowdon'
Herbert "Spike" Leonard. who by
to figure in the scoring Gowell beamed Connecticut State combine invades
are
supporters
Bear
Things really began to look dark for
Polar
as
Bowdoin
for
easy
as
be
tinge they should not
pole
the
in
Record
State
the
Dean Eduard J Allen will go to
breaking
mc
down
put
and said, "You can
Orono to play a double-header.
the Maine team when Bowdoin swept
not be forgotten that Maine will have Smith in the
Bar Harbor May 26 to address the
vault Saturday was the only record predicting. It should
first
for
places."
two
now
right
and
vault.
pole
undefeated
the
is
in
State
Leonard
-cticut
and
the quarter mile. Johnny Haggett figC
jump
mile and half mile, McCarthy in the high
breaker of the meet.
undoubted- recently defeated Rhode Island's Rams high school students at the initiation
ured in pre-meet predictions to have a
The hammer throw should find Johnson and Bennett as first and second place ! When in shape, Gowell is
quarter
ace
the east. who boast a win over Maine. It is of new members into the National
in
best
us
to
hurdlers
the
Bowdoin's
ly
of
looks
one
take
what
chance to
winners next year while Mitchell in the shot put rounds out
Maine's "Easton Express," Don !interesting to note that Pringle, Jani- Honor Society.
miler, Charley Pope, who made a good
fairly strong team of first place winners. If Colby and Bates are stronga
like
sure bet to grab 1 ga, and Peterson, the leading scorers
bid at the last corner and seemed to Frosh Baseball Nine
er next spring, as they probably will be, with Daggett and Cochran of Colby Smith, is almost a
have the Polar Bear sophomore, but
Beaten by Kents Hill coming up from their freshman team, and Thompson, of Bates, the meet ought five points in the mile run. Without on the Nutmeggers' basketball squad,
Don has ' are now the leading "swatsmiths" on AiIRCW
the pace was too fast for the Maine
to be fairly close, and nobody is going to have a walkaway. The Polar Bears , any competition, whatsoever,
baseball team met its
traveled the distance in 4:22, and has'the baseball team.
senior who faded badly in the closing
not start planning that victory banquet right now.
ought
a WRINKLE-PROOF
Smith
moments of the ace, and he was edged first defeat Tuesday afternoon when it
When Coach Kenyon was asked of
To get back closer to home, I see where Myron Collette—Porky to you— I done as low as 4:20 in practice.
out by Hamblen and Jeff Stanwood, of was upset by Kents Hill by a score of has just resigned his job as football coach at Mexico high school where lie is also expected to have more than an Maine's chances of upsetting the league
COLLAR
Bowdoin, who were second and third, 4 to I. Played in the semi-gloom of has been working as teacher coach for the past two years to accept a similar even chance in the half mile as has Laden, he said confidently, "If the
called
was
game
the
the
in
race
evening,
early
venthe
won
the
new
your
Pope
Johnny Haggett.
respectively.
boys can only stop making all those
position at Skowhegan High School. Lots of luck, Porky, in
in the eighth because of darkness.
fast time of 49,41S seconds.
Eckhard, of Rhode Island, by virtue mental errors, I think we can take
ture.
The Maine boys started out strong
of his time of 9:33 in the two mile that bunch from Storrs. Of course,"
From here on, however, the Maine
run, is a slight favorite over Maine's Kenyon went on to explain, "our hitteam began to go places. Previously, and with the aid of several errors by
Bill Hunnewell. It must be reckoned, ting hasn't been what it should be
Don Smith had things all his own way the visiting club, Humphries scored in
aipl
however, that Hunnewell did 9:39 either, but that's because we haven't
as he ran a 4 minute 2234 second mile the first. The preppers rallied,
indoors with only slight competition, had any decent weather for outdoor
to lead Wallace and Foster, of Bates. in the first of the fourth two Kent
and that outdoors he has won every batting practice. My boys are in
to the tape by a good margin. The lullplayers crossed the plate after .,
of
downpour
heavy
a
in
Playing
prep
The
state
a
field.
in
5-4
center
to
Bates defeated Maine
race easily in appioximately 9:45.
Maine sophomore was especially hard single
great physical condition, and I think
when
crosssixth
strong
a
the
strong at the finish, and had he been boys tallied again in
intercollegiate baseball game at Lew- cold rain and against
In the weight events, Hal Dyer and I've got as good a pitching staff as
the
rewind. the Maine golfers topped
pressed, he would undoubtedly have two frosh pitchers were unable to
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In State Series
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

W.A.A. Council Members
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity held
;ts spring house parties last Friday and
The old and la w members of the r
-;aturday nights. Because of the sigsake, she pointed out that this spirit
W.A.A. Council enjoyed a lobster
•iificance of Friday the 13th, emblems
%sas possessed in full by the guest of
superstition, ranging from the famil- feed and swim at the Chute camp at
honor, Dr. Colvin, expounding its
Lucerne-in-Maine last Sunday.
iar
number
"13"
to
less
familiar emDelta Tau Delta
Phi Eta Kappa
Those who went were Miss Helen meaning politically, educationally, soblems, were used as decorations. Guests
Delta Tau Delta held its annual
Phi Eta Kappa held its annual approaching the house were compelled Lengyel, Miss Marion Rogers, Miss cially, and religiously.
spring formal last Friday evening. The Spring Formal May 13 with Mrs. to walk under ladders and throw salt Eileen Cassidy, Margaret Hoxie,
Dr. Colvin responded to the various
chaperons were Mrs. Edith Graffam. Blanchard. Mr. and Mrs. William over their shoulders. Music was fur- Ferne Lunt, Dora Stacy, Madge tributes given her by saying that she
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Murray, and Wells, Professor and Mrs. Maurice nished by Lou Paul and his orchestra, Stacy, Laura Chute, Anna Anderson, listened to stories during the evening
Professor and Mrs. Warren S. Lucas. Jones. and Professor and Mrs. An- of Lewiston.
Grace Curtis, Mabel Mayhew, Cora about herself that she never knew beMusic was furnished by Perley Rey- drew Watson as chaperons. Music
Guests and chaperons were Major Sharon, Jeanette Sanborn. Marguerite fore.
nolds' orchestra.
Marion Hatch has served as presiwas furnished by Ernie George and and Mrs. Harry Henckle, Captain and Benjamin, Mary-Helen Raye, Mary
Those attending were: Edward his orchestra. James Ashby was Mrs. George Loupret, and Prof. and Deering, Elizabeth Peaslee, Jane dent of Chi Omega sorority this year,
Holmes, Caroline Caldersscod, Mar- was president of Colvin for one seBrann, Barbara Heald; Charles Hun- social chairman.
Mrs. Reginald Hobbah.
toon, Betty Curtis; Fremont Brown.
The guests were: Kenneth Young. Those attending were: Francis garet Peaslee, Dorothy Phair, Helen mester, and has been on the Y.W.C.A.
Maling, Helen Grace Lancaster, Alice Cabinet and W.S.G.A. Council. She
Betty Jones; Erwin Heald, Alvalene Louise Sherman; Earl Bessey, Sue
Lovering, Mrs. Eth MeContim.
Ann Donovan, Marjorie Thompson, is the secretary of the Maine Masque.
Pierson; William Beck, Eleanor Bis- Rose; Dana Drew, Eunice Gale;
house matron; Philip Temple. Betty Marjorie Deering,
Iris Guiou was on the "Y" Cabinet
Dorothy Shiro,
sell; Allen Dyer, Shirley Bracey; Thomas Owens, Muriel Murphy;
Libby; George Temple, Es clyn Les cr.; Elizabeth
and on Panhellenic Council last year,
Libbey, Elizabeth Reid.
Kenneth Bouchard, Mary Boone; Warren McNeil, Margery Thornton;
Albert Toner, Margaret Orser ; RichHarley Nelson, Margaret Huff; Richard Akely, Muriel Paterson;
Moving pictures of the Winter Car- and was Panhellenic president this
ard Morton, Betty McCann; Robert
Chauncey Erskine, Florence Haps- Owen Smith, Gertrude McNally;
nival and of Maine Day were shown year. She is a member of Delta Delta
Jones, Dora Stacy; Richard Dyer.
Delta sorority.
worth.
George Ellis, Eleanor Look; Robert Edith Christensen; Maurice Burr, by Miss Rogers.
Laura Chute has received the highest
Cecil Reed, Connie Bouchard; Wil- Janston, Edna Smith; Frank A. Smith, Jane Holmes; Frank Collins, CathaColgate University has opened a award given by W.A.A., the Maine
liam Finnigan, Virginia Poland; Fred Barbara Woodman,
rine Rowe; Donald Moore, Priscilla
new course in the study of dictator- Seal. She is a member of the AllSpence, Helen Tibbets; Douglas MarEdward Kozicky, Lucille Hall; Haskell; Arthur Reynolds, Jeanne
Maine hockey and basketball teams,
shall, Alice Roth; Albert Adams, June Gerald Spoffard, Virginia Hill; Wit- Mitchell; Paul Wyman, Eleanor Mit- ships.
and has been on Panhellenic Council
Rose; Temple Smith, Dorothy Jones; ham Rader, Frances Rhoda; Kenneth chell; Calvin Gilbert, Olive Stilphen;
this year as a representative of Alpha
John Pratt, Edith Beck; Conrad Ray, Robertson, Helen Greenleaf; Clement Dwight Barrel', Marie Folsom.
, Matthews; Donald Blaisdell, Barbara Omicron Pi sorority.
Adelaide Poland; Walter Gosline, Cates, Beatrice Gleason; Kenneth
Blake Smith, Marguerite Benjamin; Gallagher; Norman Marriner, VirMargaret Hoxie, a member of Chi
Mary Ray; Carl Toothaker, Ferne Burr, Ruth Warren; James Ashby,
Gerald Hart, Marjorie M. Thompson; ginia Clayton; Maynard Files, Marion Omega sorority, has also received a
Lunt; Russell Gamage, Iris Guiou; Frances Thompson; William Treat,
Edwin Stromberg, Muriel Burns; Mr. Fitzgerald; Grant Staples, Constance ; Maine Seal. She has recently been
Roger Bouchard, Maxine Cates; Rob- Helen Maling; James Mari, Marjorie
and Mrs. Carl A. NIcEachern; Wil- Brink; Robert Brink, Gloria Small. elected president of W.A.A. for next
ert Sherman, Frances Violette; Johnson; Winford Adams, Lois Lealiam Ss. Germain. June Bridges; Mr.
Charles Sherman. Mary Kennedy.
vitt; Quenton Crandall, Leona Cran- and Mrs. Keith Smith; Tony Fergatdall,
to, Gertrude Tondreau; Ronald Dyke,
Phi Mu
Patricia Murray; Paige West, Betty
Phi Mu sorority held a dinner-dance Phi Mu Delta
Clough; Robert Curtin Wood, Clara
at the Tarratine Club on Friday eve- Phi Mu Delta held its Formal spring Gordon; Edward Tracy, Helen Wormning, May 13. The chaperons were house party on Friday evening, May wood; Sidney Griffith, Wilma Libby.
Dr. and Mrs. Maynard Jordan and 13. The music was furnished by George Hill, Laura Chute; Philip
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Lamson. Music Watie Akins and his orchestra. The Babcock. Natalie Hooper; George
was furnished by Hugh Jameson and chaperons were Mrs. Ada S. King. Rounds,, Barbara Brown; Albert E.
his orchestra. The committee in Richard Goldsmith. Professor and Bahrt, Jean L. McAllen; Philip Gregcharge included Hope Jackman, Mar- Mrs. Harry Watson.
ory, Jean Sanborn; Norman Thompgaret Steinmetz, Mary Orr, Winifred
Those present were: James Arm- son, Marion Phoebe Dunbar; Eugene
Blanchard, and Emily Blake.
strong, Dorothy Goodwin; Thomas Gilbert, Virginia Pease; Hamlin GilThose present were: Edith Thomas, Barker, Barbara Corbett; Paul bert, Betty Munn; Mr. and Mrs. W.
Ralph Sanborn; Diana Hight, Jerold Browne, Lucy Cobb; Sherwood Cook, Gilbert.
Hinckley; Joan Chapman, Winton Jane Dyer; Arthur Chick, Josephine
Garland; Mildred Chapman, Sidney Pyska; James DeCosta, Pauline Good- Phi Kappa Sigma
Goodrich; Barbara Brown, George win; George Edwards, Ernestine CarPhi Kappa Sigma had its annual
Roundy; Marguerite Benjamin, Blake ver; Howard Gardner, Ruth Trickey; spring house party last Friday
evening.
Smith; Mary Ford, Beverly Nason; Richard Gerry, Corinne Paddock; Ar- The chaperons were Professor and
Cora Sharon, George Sawyer; Doro- lo Gilpatrick, Barbara Lancaster; Mrs. Dwight Demerritt and
Professor
thy Dorr, David Fuller; Gertrude James Harris, Kay Boyle; Francis and Mrs. Matthew Highlands. Music
Derr, Merton Cleveland; Betty Dixon, Jones, Evelyn Nickerson; Lawrence was furnished by Lloyd Rafnell and
Dearnley Croteau; Mary Jo Orr, Kelley, Pauline Riley; Newell Mac- his Georgians.
Lawrence Denning; Hester Billings, Gregor, Phyllis Perkins; Edward Others present were: Edward
Fred Hanson; Ann Hanson, Winifred Marsh, Elizabeth Gammons; Wesley Hayes, Mrs. Mildred B. Alline, house
Patterson.
Martin, Madelain Love.
mother; Earle
Reed, Margaret
Mary Ellen Buck, Richard Stone; Carleton Merrill, Mary Parkhurst; Hauck; Robert Loveless, Patricia
Hope Jackman, Louis Bourgoin; Emi- Elwood Milled, Constance Young; Cliff; Stanley Titcomb, Barbara Ashly Blake, Donald Hatchard; Miriam Harry Nelson, Priscilla Bickford; worth; Howard Forrestal!, Pauline
Hilton, Richard Nunan; Ruth Seavey, Norman Ness, Eleanor Wheelwright; Burnham; Roy Raymond, Dorothy
Raymond McGinley; Margaret Stein- Albert Owens, Evelyn Randlett; John Phair; Harold Woodbury, Henrietta
metz, Leo Greene; Margaret Willis- Perry. Betty Luce; Bernard Robbins. Cliff; Arthur Smith, Bettina Bruce;
ton, Wilfred Bettony; June Webster, Alice Ann Donovan; Malcolm Rob- John .Maasen, Jr., Elizabeth Sullivan:
Ralph Elwell; Emily Rand, Louis erts, Betty Gruginskis; Fred Robit:. Nathaniel Fellows, Jr., Elnora SavBoyle; Mr. and Mrs. Jerdell Ward; Veronica Stinchfield; Edward Stan- age; Robert Robertson. Frances
Irma Brown, Lloyd Buckminster ; ley, Eva Lane; Jerome Steeves, Betty North; NVilliam Hilton. Edna Louise
Marjorie Deering, Angus Humphries; Homans; Harold Thompson. Althea Harrison; Parker Troland, Barolyn
Maxine Knights, Kenneth Grinnell; Ashe; Roger Stearns, Evelyn Howe; Calderwood; John Lewis, Jr., Lucille
Eileen Flanagan, Thomas Nickerson. Byron Whitney, Glenna Johnston; Clark; Charles Leavitt, Winifred
Hartwell Lancaster. Mary Bates; Warren.
Pi Beta Phi
James Bean, Marian Moan; Arnold
Kenneth Pruett, Frances Cook; Paul
Veague, Georgia Taylor: I.ester TarOver forty couples attended the Pi Brown. Althea Millen.
bell, Antonia Rosen; Roderick Elliott.
Beta Phi formal held Friday night at
Patronize Our Advertisers
Ruby Black; Dwight Lord, Elizabeth
the Penobscot Valley Country Club.
The chaperons were Prof. and Mrs.
J. H. Waring and Dr. and Mrs. R. L.
Morrow. The committee in charge
was:
Marguerite Kyer, Marian
White and Ruth Gray. Music was
furnished by Paul Monaghan and his
The famous Judy and Jill drindl
orchestra.
Among those present were: Mardresses in Yankee Doodle stripe and
garet Lowell, John Getchell ; Nancy
Lanz of Salzbury print linen.
Hennings. Carlton Payson; Janet St.
Pierre, Richard Stevens; Marian
Price
NVhite. Hamilton Dyer, Jr.; Katherine True, Kenneth Bates; Linnea
Westin. Richard Pippin; Louise Rice,
Henry Piorkowski; Marjorie Taylor,
Philip Grant; Virginia Jewett, William Mussenden; Josephine Profita,
Louis Thibodeau; Mildred Dauphinee,
SPECIAL EVENING, DINNER, AND DAYTIME
William Moran; Ruth Leavitt. Kermit Cotes; Lillian Herrick, Samuel
GOWNS FOR COMMENCEMENT
Crowell.
Priscilla Brown, Ernest Adams;
Dorothy Day, Clyde Myers; Barbara
Barrett, Mitchell St. Lawrence; Anna
Cahill, Edwin Musty; Gwendolyn
Weymouth, H. L. Gardner; Edith
Stevens, Robert MacDonald; Geraldine Anderson. Robert Antoine ; Frances Violette, Robert Sherman; Elizabeth Mitchell, Lester Smith; Mary
Curran, Richard Pye; Cora Bailey,
Walton Grundy; Charlotte Cleaves,
Arthur Cleaves; Irene Whitman. John •

SOC I ET Y

year. She was a Sophomore Eagle,
on W.S.G A. Council, and has been on
the All-Maine hockey and basketball
teams.
Ferne Lunt will serve as president
of Delta Delta Delta sorority next year
and will be on Panhellenic Council.
She is on the All-Maine basketball
team, a cub reporter on the Campus,
and the new treasurer of W.A.A.
Council. She transferred from Ricker
Classical Institute her sophomore year.
Edna Louise Harrison was a Sophomore Eagle. She is a member of
Omicron Nu, the Women's Forum, the
Maine Masque, and Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority. She is a reporter for the
Campus.
Virginia Maguire is the newly elected president of the Y.W.C.A. She
has been president of the Women's
Forum, secretary of the Arts Club,
and is one of the new members of the
Masque. She was a Sophomore Eagle
and was elected Honorary LieutenantColonel at the Military Ball last winter. She is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority and secretary of the
class.
Madge Stacy, a member of Chi
Omega sorority, has been on the AllMaine hockey team. She was a Sophomore Eagle and served as treasurer
and secretary of the W.S.G.A. during
her sophomore and junior years, re-

Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Holds Annual Banquet
The annual initiation banquet of Pi
Beta Phi sorority was held Saturday
night at the Bangor House in honor
of the new initiates: Margaret Cheney,
Virginia Jewett, Marguerite Kyer,
Margaret Lowell, Lillian Mitchell,
Josephine Profita, Frances Violette,
and Marion White. Margaret Cheney
was toastmistress. The main speaker
was Miss Hazel Sawyer, president of
Alpha Province of Pi Beta Phi. Welcome to the initiates was given by
Janet St. Pierre and their response
by Virginia Jewett. Margaret Pike,
of Old Town, spoke for the alumnae.
.Marian White and Elizabeth Mitchell
spoke for the active members of the
chapter.

spectively.
Alice Ann Donovan, a member of
Delta Delta Delta sorority, was president of the Sophomore Eagles during
the past year and treasurer of the
W.S.G.A.. She was chosen for the
All-Maine basketball team her freshman year. She has recently been
elected vice president of the W.S.G.A.
and a member of the W.A.A. Council.
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"grace Shoppe News"

$5.95 — $10.95

.the international code
or MORE SMOKING

$6 — $25
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Barnard; Lorna Robbins. Robert Andrews; Dorothy Upcott, Raymond
Valliere.
Natalie MacLeod, H. Edward
Farrington; Elizabeth McLeary. R.
MacSegor ; Jeanette Lamoreau, Wilfred Merrill; Florence Farnham, Robert Stewart; Margaret Snow, Richard
Chase; Dr. and Mrs. E. N. Brush:
Ruth Gray, Richard Hopkins; Constance Philbrook, James Harris; Ann
Hart, Paul Winslow; Priscilla Covel.
Clement Smith; Alice Pierce, Ray
Nelson; Patricia Gogan, Robert Rich;
Evangeline Anderson, Herrick Thomas; Leona Bunion, John Bolan; Sarah
Pike, Edward Merrill; Joyce Woodward. Arland Meade; Lillian Mitchell,
James Cahill
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A FAIRFIELD SPECIALTY
the elective courses which prepare
for such spocialmed h•1ds as ad••rMang. sales management. Insurance.
Investments. etc. C.clation and transcription in foreign languages is
available to students who hope to
mak• practical use of their college
language majors.
Effectiv• placement bureau fits girls
and jobs to rho •ati•faction of both.
Reasonable tuition rates. Term begins
Sept. 19. Write now for Catalog.

MARJ01111 A. LANDON. Dir•clee
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mokers the world over
know that They Satisfy is the signal
for more smoking pleasure.
of mild ripe tobaccos— home-grown
and aromatic Turkish—and pure cigarette paper.
... the best ingredients a
cigarette can have.
With Chesterfields you are always
sure of refreshing mildness, more
pleasing aroma and better taste.

and
Each Sept•mb•r rim meow of the
year • graduation clam.. . . keen.
Merl. ambitious young women .
.
corn. to Fairfreld School to got ready
Ion picking business -plums-- thon•
fascinating. responsible yobs which
demcmd colleg• background and ma.
lure judgment along with improrior
secretarial equipment. They'r• wise
girls1 Fairfield training is definit•ly
graduate in purpo••, plan, and
method. Particularly attractive, am
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